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Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) att _ ck 2) h _ mble 3) par _ el 4) gr _ cer

Ans:

attack, humble, parcel, grocer.

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) promise, curious, rubric, distress

ii) wisdom, within, winter, window

Ans:

curious, distress, promise, rubric1.
window, winter, within, wisdom2.

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) i havent even received my regular pay

ii) have you studied that he asked me

Ans:

I haven’t even received my regular pay.1.
“Have you studied that?” he asked me.2.

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

Encouragement

Ans:

cage, enter, rent, rat, neat, count, tent, net, cat

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02



Ans: slowly, carefully, silently, correctly, properly, fast

6) Complete the word chain of ‘ nouns.’ Add four words beginning with the last
letter of

the previous word. (2)

Story i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Story, i) Year, ii) Rest, iii) Table, iv) Elephant

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘in front of’

Ans:

The Mango tree is in front of my house.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

This is my school………………………………….

Ans:

This is my school where I completed my primary education.

2) Attempt anyone: (01)



a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) happy………………… ii) thought………………….

Ans:

Happy: Unhappy ii) Thought: Thoughtless1.

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.

i) happy ii) thought

Ans:

Sentences: i) Happy: She felt incredibly happy after receiving the good news.

ii) thought: He had a new thought.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 2:

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) ch _ ose 2) f _ und 3) ti _ le 4) vis _ on

Ans:

i) choose, ii) found, iii) title, iv) vision

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) imminent, clumsy, captain, road

ii) always, afraid, assume, around



Ans:

i) captain, clumsy, imminent, road

ii) afraid, always, around, assume

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) i dont know whats happening to pipalnagar

ii) why is he not with us in school

Ans:

i) I don’t know what’s happening to Pipalnagar.

ii) Why is he not with us in school?

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

Understanding

Ans:

stand, ring, sand, trend, under, dear, and, ear

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)

Ans: Green, lush, blooming, serene, fragrant, nice, attractive,

6) Complete the word chain of ‘adjective.’ Add four words beginning with the last

letter of the previous word. (02)



Brave i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Brave, Energetic, Clever, Resourceful, Lively

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt any one: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to be afraid of’

Ans:

a) To be afraid of the dark is common among children.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

I saw my friend………………………………….

Ans:

b) I saw my friend who was calling me.

2) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) honour………………… ii) satisfy………………….

Ans:

i) honour: dishonour ii) satisfy satisfaction

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words. (01)

i) honour ii) satisfy



Ans:

i) Honouring our heroes is essential for our society.

ii) A good meal can satisfy any hunger.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 3

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) cha _ e 2) le _der 3) hea _ y 4) sp _ rt Ans:

i) chase 2) leader 3) heavy 4) sport

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) space, grief, alchemy, connect

ii) absence, ability, abolition, absolute

Ans:

i) alchemy, connect, grief, space

ii) ability, abolition, absence, absolute

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) lets walk together

ii) she asked me why did you not come earlier

Ans:

i) Let’s walk together.



ii) She asked me, “Why did you not come earlier?”

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Improvement’

Ans:

“Improvement“: prove, mint, note, tire, net, ten, rent,

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)

Ans: properly, correctly, consistently, silently, slowly

6) Complete the word chain of ‘verbs.’ Add four words beginning with the last letter
of

the previous word. (02)

Start i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans: Start: Teach, Heal, Laugh, Grow, work, keep, put

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt any one: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to root out’

Ans:

a) To root out corruption is essential for a healthy society.



OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

This is the answer………………………………….

Ans:

This is the answer that we have been searching for all along.

2) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) depart………………… ii) regular………………….

Ans:

a) i) departure ii) irregular

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.

i) depart ii) regular

Ans:

The train is scheduled to depart at 6 p.m.1.
Regular exercise is crucial for maintaining good health.2.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 4

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)



i) go _ l 2) tr _ uble 3) fo _ ce 4) led _ e

Ans:

i) goal 2) trouble 3) force 4) ledge

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02) i) group, hesitation, origin, prove

ii) sample, salary, salute, safety

Ans:

i) group, hesitation, origin, prove

ii) safety, salary, salute, sample

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) he said it will be difficult task

ii) where did you disappear mrs bhushan

Ans:

i) He said, “It will be a difficult task.”

ii) “Where did you disappear, Mrs. Bhushan?”

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Recommendation’

Ans:

‘Recommendation’: note, mend, date, coin, command, nation, rent, net, ten,

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)



Ans: big, small, red, Sweet, juicy, tropical, ripe, fragrant.

6) Complete the word chain of ‘ nouns.’ Add four words beginning with the last
letter of

the previous word. (02)

World i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

World: i) Dream, ii) Money, iii) Year, iv)Road

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to be able to’

Ans:

I am able to speak English fluently.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

He found a new pen………………………………….

Ans:

b) He found a new pen, which he used to write his exam papers.

2) Attempt any one: (01)



a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) kind………………… ii) educate………………….

Ans:

i) kindness ii) education

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.

i) kind ii) educate

Ans:

My mother is so kind woman.1.
Our aim should be to educate our students not just academically, but also morally and2.
socially.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 5

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

A 1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

acad _ my 2) mi _ chief 3) nat _ ral 4) pea _ e1.

Ans:

i) academy 2) mischief 3) natural 4) peace

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) subside, mistake, violence. Pursuit

ii) equally, effect, escape, enough



Ans:

i) mistake, pursuit, subside, violence

ii) effect, equally, enough, escape

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) the adamant bird said i am doing my bit

ii) was this really meena

Ans:

i) The adamant bird said, “I am doing my bit.”

ii) “Was this really Meena?”

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Determination’

Ans:

“Determination”: rate, mine, note, tide, nation, and, ten, net

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)

Ans: Brave, disciplined, loyal, strong, heroic.

6) Complete the word chain of ‘ adjective.’ Add four words beginning with the last

letter of the previous word. (02)



Dangerous i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Dangerous: Strong, Grateful, Lively, Young, great, tall,

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to look for’

Ans:

a) He went to the store to look for his favourite book.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

I saw an intelligent boy………………………………….

Ans:

I saw an intelligent boy who was solving complex math problems effortlessly.

2) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) great………………… ii) impress………………….

Ans:

a) i) greatest ii) impression

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words. (01)

i) great ii) impress Ans:



i) His great idea impressed everyone at the meeting.

ii) students’ creative ideas impressed their teacher a lot.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 6

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) ci _ cle 2) dre _ m 3) te _ ture 4) fea _ ful

Ans:

i) circle 2) dream 3) texture 4) fearful

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) separate, disaster, forgive, legend

ii) notice, normal, number, novelist Ans:

i) disaster, forgive, legend, separate

ii) normal, notice, novelist, number

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) well i wish you luck said sitaram

ii) he asked me what is my fault

Ans:

i) “Well, I wish you luck,” said Sitaram.

ii) He asked me, “What is my fault?”



4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Communication’

Ans:

“Communication”: coin, note, tonic, main, communicate, cat,

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)

Ans: carefully, fast, properly, cautiously, silently

6) Complete the word chain of ‘verbs.’ Add four words beginning with the last letter
of

the previous word. (02)

Listen i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Listen: Narrate, Eat, Talk, Know, walk, keep, put, take,

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt any one: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to be a part and parcel’

Ans:

a) Trust and understanding are to be a part and parcel of any strong relationship.

OR



b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

Swami is a kid………………………………….

Ans:

Swami is a kid who is so talkative.

2) Attempt any one: (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) known………………… ii) require………………….

Ans:

know: unknown ii) require: requirement.1.

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.

i) known ii) require

Ans:

He is so well-known doctor in this area.1.
You should require careful planning and coordination for success.2.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 7

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) c _ mpany 2) vill _ ge 3) spa _ k 4) min _ tes



Ans:

i) company 2) village 3) spark 4) minutes

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) wages, disease, strive, typical

ii) dragon, doctor, damage, difference

Ans:

i) disease, strive, typical, wages

ii) damage, difference, doctor, dragon

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) dont raise such dust

ii) do you think i ought to have another talk with her

Ans:

i) Don’t raise such dust.

ii) Do you think I ought to have another talk with her?

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Investigation’

Ans:

‘Investigation:’ gate, tone, vast, sign, invent, sit, test, ten, net

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)



Ans: answer, question, thought, tool, person, teacher

6) Complete the word chain of ‘adjective.’ Add four words beginning with the last
letter

of the previous word. (02)

Young i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Young: i) great, ii) tall, iii) large, iv) interesting, v) good, vi) dear

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt any one: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘in search of’

Ans:

In search of peace, he travelled across the mountain.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

There is a garden………………………………….

Ans:

There is a garden where every season brings a new colourful flowers.



2) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) maintain………………… ii) real………………….

Ans:

i) maintainable ii) unreal

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.

i) maintain ii) real

Ans:

Maintaining a positive mindset is crucial for personal growth.1.
Real experiences shape our understanding of the world.2.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 8

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

A 1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) f _ eld 2) dep _ nd 3) t _ ist 4) uau _ l

Ans:

i) field 2) depend 3) twist 4) usual

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) content, heritage, accident, stoop



ii) building, butterfly, business, bundle

Ans:

i) accident, content, heritage, stoop

ii) building, bundle, business, butterfly

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) technology isnt big in a kids life ii) are they afraid of her

Ans:

i) Technology isn’t big in a kid’s life.

ii) Are they afraid of her?

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Acknowledge’.

Ans:

Acknowledge:’ know, edge, lace, cane, now, one, gone,

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)

Ans: Vast, blue, deep, salty, calm, turbulent, beautiful,

6) Complete the word chain of ‘ nouns.’ Add four words beginning with the last
letter of



the previous word. (02)

Campus i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Campus: i) School, ii) Library, iii) Year, iv) Road, v) Dog, vi) God

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to get rid of’

Ans:

To get rid of anxiety, he started meditating daily.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

I met a small boy………………………………….

Ans:

I met a small boy who was searching for his lost puppy.

2) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) depart………………… ii) operate………………….

Ans:

i) departure ii) reoperate

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.



i) depart ii) operate

Ans:

He decided to depart early to avoid traffic.1.
Operating the machine requires careful attention.2.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 9

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)

Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

A 1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) ma _ ch 2) divin _ ty 3) persu _ de 4) ext _ eme

Ans:

i) match 2) divinity 3) persuade 4) extreme

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) happenings, absolute, landscape, cultural

ii) tonight, tongue, tourist, totally

Ans:

i) absolute, cultural, happenings, landscape

ii) tonight, tongue, totally, tourist

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) jesus said let the children come to me

ii) is there anything else left for use to think



Ans:

i) Jesus said, “Let the children come to me.”

ii) Is there anything else left for us to think?

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Characteristics’

Ans:

‘Characteristics: chart, trace, cast, stir, test, east, rat, set

5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)

Ans: story, movie, hospital, school, teacher, hero,

6) Complete the word chain of ‘ verbs.’ Add four words beginning with the last
letter of

the previous word. (02)

Visit i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Visit: i) Teach, ii) Hug, iii) Grow, iv) Write, v) Eat,

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt anyone: (01)



a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to be engrossed in’

Ans:

She was so engrossed in her book that she didn’t notice the time.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

I know………………………………….

Ans:

I know that understanding is the key to empathy.

2) Attempt anyone (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) manage………………… ii) possible………………….

Ans:

i) manageable ii) impossible

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.

i) manage ii) possible Ans:

i) He managed to finish all his work before the deadline.

ii) It’s possible to learn a new language with practice and dedication.

SECTION I: LANGUAGE STUDY

SET 10

Q.1 LANGUAGE STUDY (10 Marks)



Q.1 A) Do as directed. (Attempt any four) (08)

A 1) Complete the following words by using correct letters. (02)

i) spe _ ial2) sup _ ort 3) fli _ ht 4) sa _ ple

Ans:

i) special 2) support 3) flight 4) sample

2) Put the words in alphabetical order. (02)

i) sweeper, decree, talkative, feature

2) journey, judge, justice, joyously

Ans:

i) decree, feature, sweeper, talkative

ii) journey, joyously, judge, justice

3) Punctuate the following sentences. (02)

i) good morning nathu said the washermans boy

ii) is that so said mrs srivastava

Ans:

i) “Good morning,” Nathu said, the washerman’s boy.

ii) “Is that so?” said Mrs. Srivastava.

4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word. (02)

‘Ignorance’

Ans:

Ignorance: race, core, gain, near, gone, ignore



5) Write the related words as shown in the example. (02)

Ans: confidently, correctly, properly, silently, carefully, loudly,

6) Complete the word chain of ‘nouns.’ Add four words beginning with the last
letter of

the previous word. (02)

Book i) ……………. 2)…………….. 3)………………… 4)………………

Ans:

Book: Knowledge, Elephant, Tree, Eye, East, Tiger

B) Do as directed. (02)

1) Attempt any one: (01)

a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘in a flash’

Ans:

The solution appeared in a flash, solving the problem instantly.

OR

b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

There was a great woman………………………………….

Ans:



There was a great woman who changed the course of history with her innovations.

2) Attempt anyone: (01)

a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words.

i) develop………………… ii) fortunate………………….

Ans:

i) developer ii) unfortunate

OR

b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words.

i) develop ii) fortunate

Ans:

We must develop a sustainable future for the next generations.1.
It’s fortunate to have friends who support you in difficult times.2.
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